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QUANTUM METAPHYSICAL SELF-CARE AND THE MYSTICAL
SCIENCE OF NUMBERS IN A RAPIDLY CHANGING WORLD FROM
DR. JOSEPH MICHAEL LEVRY

Navigating these Critical Times, Preventing the Past from Repeating Itself, and Healing Emotional Trauma brought

on by the Global Pandemic with Divine Spiritual Wisdom 

In order to understand the present, we need to understand the past because unknown to most, the past announces the

future. Interestingly, the present as well as the future very often repeat the past. Physical existence is based upon cycles. In

the same way that it takes about 26000 years for our planet to complete an evolutionary cycle, global pandemics and

planetary events also occur in cycles. Today, we are witnessing a cycle of Uranus in Taurus, a clear example of how cycles

of nature from the past can return with full force, leading to the challenges we face today.

We can see the veracity of the divine cycles during the recent US elections. The events and discourse during the elections

and leading up to the inauguration played out in direct accordance with the planetary cycles of the key political leaders. 

Our world is currently experiencing a planetary alignment of major significance. What is happening in the world today,

including the global pandemic, natural disasters, political unrest, racial intolerance, and high levels of unemployment, bear

an unmistakable resemblance to events that happened in the 1930’s and 1940’s including the Second World War.

The current planetary alignment in the sky shows that Uranus is in the zodiac sign of Taurus during the seven year span

from 2020-2026. Mystics are familiar with this conjunction and recognize it to be both constructive and disruptive. Observing

past conjunctions of Uranus in Taurus allows us to intelligently address what is happening in the world today. The last time

that Uranus was in Taurus, from 1934 to 1942, the world witnessed the rise of Hitler and the first half of World War II. At that
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time, the holocaust of Nazi Germany, genocide and the philosophy of eugenics was prevalent, targeting the extinction of

Jews, homosexuals, the disabled and anyone deemed impure or inferior. Fascism arose in many places in Europe and

focused on the abuse of power by the few over the many. Also homelessness and unemployment reached unprecedented

levels, brought on by the economic depression as well as natural events such as earthquakes, floods, storms, and drought.

We cannot afford to ignore this connection between the past and what is happening in the world today.

The future of humanity at this time lies in how we individually and collectively transform and empower ourselves to navigate

this cosmic evolutionary interval. The Metaphysical Technology of Numbers is needed now in order to sidestep the

potentially destructive pitfalls of our own human nature as seen at different times in history, so we may access the higher

truths and blessings that this present age of change is aspiring to communicate.

By working with the Laws of Nature, and studying the movements of the stars, we can get in touch with the intelligent forces

that provide greater insight into why events such as these repeat themselves and how to avoid becoming a victim of them.

For this we must look to the heavens. The planets and the stars hold the meaning of life and are a constant source of help to

humankind. Since the beginning of time, the stars and planets have continually positioned and repositioned themselves, to

broadcast, for all on Earth to see, both cautionary and inspirational messages. Divine Spiritual Wisdom and the wisdom it

imparts, empowers us to interpret these universal messages with great accuracy and to transform our consciousness so we

can serve as positive instruments for the transformation of the planet during critical times.        

“By working with the Laws of Nature, and studying the movements of the stars, we can get in touch with the

intelligent forces that provide greater insight into why events such as these repeat themselves and how to avoid

becoming a victim of them.”

Divine Spiritual Wisdom reveals the power of human intervention over fate, so that we may avoid finding ourselves on the

wrong side of choices that we sometimes make that lead to disastrous results for ourselves and possibly others. We need to

learn how the laws of nature work and how the universe is operating. Through the knowledge of these laws, accurate

predictions can be made to heal humankind. The world of human behavior is probabilistic, but universal laws are not. Divine

Providence guides the life of humans through certain laws. There are laws which regulate all processes, and circumstances

in life. All natural laws are mathematical and predictable. We must strive to have a correct understanding of these Laws in

order to develop our consciousness. This knowledge helps us to form the tools we need to overcome our weaknesses so

that we may construct our lives according to our ideals as opposed to being vulnerable to external forces. It is our

responsibility, individually and collectively to rise in consciousness so that we do not fall victim of the disruptive influences of

this or any planetary alignment and repeat negative cycles from the past.

The Metaphysical Technology of Numbers 

Mystical numbers are the expression of the forces of the Creator, which permeate the laws of nature and influence every

part of our world. When we begin to understand that the entire universe is very mathematical, we can grasp the breathtaking

precision of the rhythm of the universe and use it for the greater good of the individual and the collective. Studying both the

Metaphysical Technnology of Numbers and the stars allows us to experience the freedom that can be gained from knowing

the deep arcanal wisdom embodied within them. This allows us to better understand ourselves, the world and the suffering

of others in a way that empowers us to be calm, helpful and to give the best of guidance where needed. The Metaphysical

Technology of Numbers reveals to the mystic the past, present and future of what they represent.

Through the sacred lens of Divine Spiritual Wisdom, which bestows upon us an understanding of the mysticism of numbers,

the metaphysics of numbers, the philosophy of numbers and the wisdom of numbers, we are guided by divinity to achieve

higher consciousness. The Metaphysical Technology of Numbers teaches us that little known aspect of mystical numbers

that moves time and space, which remains hidden to the average person.

 

The Psychotherapeutic Application of Quantum Metaphysical Self-Care in a Changing World
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Much of humanity is silently suffering from pain caused by the traumatic events attendant with the global pandemic at this

time. We must address the ramification of this trauma and its impact upon future generations. Traumatic experiences can

send waves of suffering from one generation to the next, passing from great grandparents, to grandparents, to parents, to

children.The Psychotherapeutic Application of Quantum Metaphysical Self-Care, as found in Divine Spiritual Wisdom,

organizes and harmonizes our inner forces, coordinating and directing them towards a mindful life. It regulates the physical,

spiritual and mental processes of both man and woman. 

Unresolved mental and emotional trauma can lead to the collective and intergenerational trauma that occurs when people

experience unbearable trauma created either on the familial or the societal level. The feelings attendant with the experience

of trauma can become so overwhelming that they often extend beyond the scope of what an individual can bear. Most of us

do not realize that we are suffering more from the mistakes of our forefathers than from our own. Just as physical features

are passed down from generation to generation, so is unresolved trauma. Submerged pain must find an alternate pathway

for expression and resolution. 

Throughout the history of the human race we see examples of societal trauma passed down through the trauma of war,

genocide, poverty, oppression, slavery and disease. Whether afflicted or inflicted, each continent, country, race, religion and

group of people are processing the pain and traumatic events of their collective past. The trauma caused by this global

pandemic can become embedded in the deep recesses of the brain, and ultimately compromise our ability to control our

destiny.   

“Unresolved mental and emotional trauma can lead to the collective and intergenerational trauma that occurs when

people experience unbearable trauma created either on the familial or the societal level.”

All of us suffer from the misdeeds of previous generations. We can inherit emotional trauma, addictive behaviors, fears and

mental illnesses, in the same way that we can inherit a certain eye color. Although it is not always easy to break patterns

hidden in the subconscious, it is possible. With the Psychotherapeutic Application of Metaphysical Self-Care, we can bring

the shadows of the collective unconscious of our society into the Light, in the face of this global pandemic, so that they may

be integrated for our greatest good and the greatest good of future generations. 

January 30-31 and February 28-29

Click here to join us for Decoding 2021, an intensive two-weekend course with Dr. Levry

Weekend 1: 

The Metaphysical Technology of Numbers

Saturday Jan. 30th, 11am PST - Lecture with Dr. Levry

Sunday Jan. 31st, 11am PST - Lecture Review

Weekend 2:

The Psychotherapeutic Application of Quantum Metaphysical Self Care in a Changing World

Saturday Feb. 27th, 11am PST - Lecture with Dr. Levry 

Sunday Feb.28th, 11am PST - Lecture review

 

This comprehensive workshop is designed to allow you to:

- Release Mental and Emotional Trauma caused by this Global Pandemic

- Organize and harmonize your inner forces, coordinating them towards a mindful life.

https://shop.rootlight.com/products/decoding-2021-eng?_pos=5&_sid=ef28b8ad7&_ss=r
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SPIRITUAL RITUAL FOR THE

LION'S  GATE PORTAL AND 10

MORE. . .

This article from Dr. Levry, highlighting

11 applications of the Precious Mystical

Formula includes a ritual to use in

conjunction with the Lion’s Gate Portal

(peaking on August 8 every year)

helping you harness this auspicious

portal for healing, creativity and

manifestation.

View full article →

ЖИЗНЕННЫЕ  СРЕДСТВА  ДЛЯ

ЗАЩИТЫ  OТ  ВИРУСА

Поддержка вас и ваших любимых

является высшим приоритетом в эти

времена стремительных перемен и

трансформации. Независимо от того,

насколько вы молоды или стары,

сейчас жизненно важно укрепить

ваше тело, чтобы защитить себя.

Ежедневная практика Наам йоги

больше не роскошь, это

необходимость. Единственное, что

люди могут сделать сейчас, это

усилить свою иммунную систему и

HEALTH PRACTICES AT A

CRIT ICAL PHASE OF THE

GLOBAL PANDEMIC

Divine Spiritual Wisdom in Sync

with the Medical World!

Chris Cuomo, television journalist,

CNN anchor and brother of New York

Governor Andrew Cuomo, shared the

medical advice he received in his own

personal battle with COVID-19

yesterday and the importance of

breathing exercises and staying

hydrated. Click to watch CNN Report. 

- Better regulate your physical, spiritual and mental processes

- Clear your Path for a fulfilled and Successful Present and Future

- Learn Advanced Principles of Quantum Metaphysical Self -Care

- Discover Secrets for Accelerated Recovery and Good Health

This course is for those seeking to heal themselves, serve others and contribute to the positive evolution of humankind. 
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укрепить их энергетическое,

физическое, эмоциональное,

духовное и ментальное тело. Сверх

того, ежедневно вибрируйте Тройной

Мантрой (Triple Mantra), потому что

нет ничего более могущественного,

чем имя Создателя. Нет ничего

более могущественного, чем Творец.

Наам или божественная сила,

проявленная в звуковом потоке,

является самой могущественной.

Звукозапись Тройной Мантры

(Rootlight Triple Mantra) была создана

на основе точных духовных законов,

чтобы действовать как нерушимая

крепость, и таким образом укрепить

и защитить вас в эти сложные

времена.

View full article →

View full article →
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